Abstract: When a batch of jobs are waiting for services from a machine or resource, sometimes it is desirable to minimise the variance of job waiting times Waiting Time Variance (WTV) for service stability to all the jobs in the batch so that the jobs have about the same waiting times. Many factors, including the sum of the jobs' processing times, the probability distribution of job processing times and the scheduling method may influence the variance of job waiting times. In this paper, we use multivariate exploratory techniques such as Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and Correspondence Analysis (CA) along with other statistical analysis techniques to investigate these factors. We prove that the expected WTV can be predicted given characteristics of the jobs. These findings can be applied to achieve a desire level of WTV for service stability.
Introduction
The single machine Waiting Time Variance (WTV) minimisation problem, denoting by 1 WTV, is to minimise the WTV of jobs in a batch on a single machine as follows:
where is the set of all the sequences or permutations of n jobs, W i (λ) is the waiting time of the job on position i of job sequence λ and W (λ) is the mean waiting time of jobs in sequence λ. The minimisation of WTV is critical for the computer and network resources to provide stable Quality of Service (QoS), particularly stable timeliness, because the minimisation of the second moment of the waiting time leads to the service predictability and dependability (Ye, 2002; Ye et al., 2005b) . For example, it is desirable to minimise jitter which is closely related to WTV in streaming real-time applications (Mansour and Patt-Shamir, 1989) . The authors in Merten and Muller (1972) argue that it is important to minimise the variance of file retrieval times in computer file organisation systems and prove the antithetic relationship between WTV and Completion Time Variance (CTV). The WTV problem also has applications in many other fields. Close relationships between WTV or CTV minimisation and Mean Squared Deviation (MSD) problems and Just-in-Time concept in production planning are discussed by Panwalker et al. (1982) , Bagchi et al. (1987) , Cheng and Gupta (1987) , Cheng and Kovalyov (1996) and Cheng et al. (2002) that CTV is equivalent to the unconstrained version of the MSD minimisation problem.
WTV minimisation has received considerable attention since it was initiated in Merten and Muller (1972) and there are extensive studies in this area. The V-Shape property of the optimal sequence for WTV is proven in Eilson and Chowdhury (1977) , Mittenthal et al. (1995) and Cai (1996) . The optimal sequences for WTV problems with up to five jobs are given by Schrage (1975) . The conjecture about the positions of the three largest jobs in Schrage (1975) is proven by Hall and Kubiak (1991) . Some heuristic methods are developed for CTV problems in Eillon and Chowdhury (1977) , Kanet (1981) and Vani and Raghavachari (1987) . Most of the above studies mainly focus on developing job scheduling methods for WTV or CTV. In previous study by Ye et al. (2005b) , we noticed the characteristics of the jobs, particularly the probability distribution of job processing times and Sum of the Processing Times (SOPT) of the jobs, had impacts on WTV along with the job scheduling methods. It is of interest to figure out these influencing factors and how they impact the WTV. For example, different applications on the internet have different QoS requirements (Chen et al., 2003) . In order to reach the level of service stability for certain applications, the administrators of a network domain need to adjust the values of the factors influencing the level of WTV. With the knowledge of the relationship between SOPT of a batch of jobs (data packets) and WTV, the network administrator of a router can set the proper length of the buffer for the incoming data packets (Belenki, 2002; Bianchi et al., 2003; Cheng et al., 1999; Tse, 1999, 2003; Mao and Habibi, 2002; Peha and Sutivong, 2001; Ye et al., 2005, a,b) . In other application fields where service stability and WTV are concerned, the relationship between the influencing factors and WTV can be helpful to design the application system, to predict WTV and to realise a desired level of WTV.
In this study, we investigate the WTV influencing factors, including scheduling methods, the probability distribution of the processing times of the jobs and SOPT and how they influence WTV through statistical analysis techniques such as general regression models, Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and Correspondence Analysis (CA). The results of the analysis will provide a guideline to researchers and practitioners. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. We define the concepts in this study in Section 2. The methodology used to discover the relationships between the factors and WTV is discussed in Section 3. Results and remarks are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this study.
Problem definition
Given a batch of jobs to be processed on a single machine, we assume that all the jobs are ready to be released at time zero and the processing times of the jobs are given. The machine can process one job at one time. No preemption is allowed, which means a job cannot be interrupted after it starts its service on the machine. We adopt the same assumptions as (Eilon and Chowdhury, 1977; Merten and Muller, 1972; Schrage, 1975) . The notations of the influencing factors of WTV are defined as follows:
n: The number of jobs to be processed on a single machine or resource. p i : The processing time of job i, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, which is the size of the job divided by the service rate of the machine.
: SOPT of the jobs in the batch, = n i=1 p i .
S:
Scheduling rules or methods, for example, First-In-First-Out (FIFO) or First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS), Shortest Processing Time first (SPT), Verified Spiral (VS) Balanced Spiral (BS) (Ye et al., 2005b) , etc.
n }, the sequence of the jobs in the batch produced by scheduling method s, where q (s) i is the processing time of the job at position i, i = 1, 2, …,n. 
w (s) : Mean waiting time of the jobs in sequence ψ (s) under scheduling method S,
The probability distribution of job processing times such as the normal distribution, exponential distribution and so on. Furthermore, we denote P ara_M and P ara_std for the mean and standard deviation parameters of the probability distribution D. (s) : WTV of the jobs if scheduling method S is used.
WTV
Our objective is to determine the relationship between WTV and factors SOPT, S and D:
where f is the unknown relationship between WTV and , S and D and is a term that represents other sources of variability not accounted for in f . In addition to the above factors, the service rate of the machine has an impact on WTV for a given batch of jobs. The relationship of service rate and WTV is WTV K 1 /WTV K 2 = K 2 2 /K 2 1 for a given job sequence, where K 1 and K 2 are the service rates and WTV K 1 and WTV K 2 are the WTV of the jobs under two different service rates of the machine, K 1 and K 2 , respectively. The relationship can be shown as follows. We introduce the following notations:
The processing time of job i if the service rate of the resource is K 1 P K 2 : The processing time of job i if the service rate of the resource is K 2 W K 1 : The waiting time of job i if the service rate of the resource is K 1 W K 2 : The waiting time of job i if the service rate of the resource is K 2 .
It can be easily obtained that
for a certain sequence. Thus, increasing the service rate of a resource yields smaller WTV in a non-linear fashion. For instance, doubling the service rate of a machine would make WTV one fourth of the original for the same job sequence. When investigating the factors of SOPT, S and D, we fix the service rate of the machine at the level of one unit.
Methodology

Experimental design settings
It is proven that WTV minimisation problem is NP-hard (Kubiak, 1993) . Many researchers have developed scheduling methods to tackle this problem. Six scheduling methods are investigated in this study: FIFO, SPT, VS, BS, EC11 and EC12. EC11 and EC12 refer to the scheduling methods 1.1 and 1.2 at (Eilon and Chowdhury, 1977) , respectively. FIFO is commonly used scheduling method on computer and network systems and many other fields. Since this study focuses on a deterministic scheduling problem, we assume the order that the jobs are generated as the order the jobs come into the system such that we can apply FIFO to them. SPT gives the optimal mean waiting time for a batch of jobs. VS, BS, EC11 and EC12 have been shown to reduce WTV effectively (Eilon and Chowdhury, 1977; Ye et al., 2005b) . Four probability distributions are used to generate the processing times of the jobs: the normal distribution, exponential distribution, uniform distribution and Pareto distribution (von Seggern, 1993) . The normal distribution is commonly used in many application fields to present the job size, as is the exponential distribution. The uniform distribution lets the sizes of the jobs fall in a range of a lower bound and an upper bound. Recently, Pareto distribution becomes increasingly popular in the internet systems (Arlitt and Williamson, 1996) .
To evaluate the possible impacts from each of the above probability distributions, we need to further specify its parameters. Since there are infinite choices for the value of the parameters which we cannot study entirely, we choose four ordinal levels for our study. Specifically, for the normal distribution we select four levels of its mean parameter µ and under each level of µ we select four levels of its standard deviation parameter σ . Similarly, we vary the mean parameter for the exponential distribution, lower bound and upper bound parameters for the uniform distribution and the shape and scale parameters for the Pareto distribution. Note that we deliberately choose the parameters for the four distributions for later comparison study such that they have the same levels of mean parameters. Thus, we have four levels of mean parameters for Para_M and four levels of standard deviation parameters for Para_std in each distribution.
Hence, we have four categorical factors and one continuous factor for investigation. The four categorical factors are the scheduling rule, distribution, Para_M and Para_std. The SOPT is a continuous factor which can be estimated from distribution, Para_M and Para_std factors if the number of jobs in a batch is given. From the design of experiment viewpoint, it is a full factorial design in which scheduling rule factor has six levels and distribution, Para_M and Para_std factors have four levels, respectively. To practically investigate these factors, we generate 384 cases according to the above proposed settings. We implement the six scheduling methods and apply each of them to the jobs to calculate WTV.
Principal components analysis
As we can see that the influencing factors include categorical and continuous variables and some of them may correlate to and interact with each other. This makes the interpretation of the data and the detection of its structure difficult. PCA transforms original variables into a number of orthogonal variables which could be helpful to reveal the relationship among the factors.
PCA seeks to map a p-dimensional input space p to some q-dimensional output space q , where q p,
producing a low-dimensional encoding z = G(x) for every input vector x (Cherkassky and Mulier, 1998; Hastie et al., 2001; Jambu, 1991 ).
An ideal mapping G acts as an encoder of the original distribution. There exists another inverse mapping
producing the decoding x = F (z) of the original input x. Thus an encode-decode mapping process is
Here we use a linear transformation on the input data; that is, z = G(x) in Equation (4) is a linear approximation to the data. Denote the observations by x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N and consider a linear model to represent them as
where µ is a location vector in p , V q is a p × q matrix with q orthogonal unit vectors as columns and λ is a vector of q parameters. Equation (7) is the parametric representation of an affine hyperplane of rank q. We define the loss function to minimise the squared error distortion or reconstruction error as
where denotes the usual L 2 norm. We can partially optimise to obtain
Thus we only need to find the orthogonal matrix V q Denote the set of q positive eigenvalues of the matrix X X as {λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ q } and corresponding set of q eigenvectors as {µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ q }. Through locating the coordinates of the variables on the principal components space, the relationship among the variables will be revealed. The coordinate of the j th variable on the αth factor can be computed as:
Note that dimensionality reduction is not our goal of PCA. Here we are rather interested in detecting the relationship of the WTV influencing factors. Specifically, we use the influencing factors as the so-called active variables to compute the principal components which are orthogonal to each other. Then, we figure out the factor coordinates of the influencing factors and project WTV, the supplement variable, to the principal components space. Thus, both WTV influencing factors and corresponding WTV are mapped to principal components space with the principal components acting as a 'bridge'. Hence, we are able to find out their relationship by identifying how strongly they associate with the principal components.
Correspondence analysis
CA is an exploratory technique designed to analyse two-way and multiway crosstabulation tables containing some measure of correspondence between the rows and columns. PCA is a generalisation of Pearson's geometry which is ordinary Euclidean (Pearson, 1901) . CA differs from PCA in that it is based on multidimensional weighted Euclidean distance to identify the subspaces of lower dimensionality that best contain the set of points. CA was originally developed by Jean-Paul Benzécri in the early 1960s and 1970s (Benzécri, 1973) , but it only gains increasing popularity lately (Carrol et al., 1986; Hoffman and Franke, 1986) . A comprehensive description of this method can be found at the classic text by Greenacre (1984) . Note that similar techniques were independently developed known as optimal scaling, reciprocal averaging, optimal scoring or homogeneity analysis. CA is powerful to explore the structure of categorical variables in a table. The most common kind of table of this type is the two-way frequency crosstabulation table. Figure 1 illustrates a model of CA for our study to investigate two categorical factors. Matrices of row and column profiles:
T denotes an I-vector of I or J ones. P can be considered as a probability density on the cells of the I × J matrix and r and c the marginal densities. The row and column profiles R and C define two clouds of points in respective J-and I-dimensional weighted Euclidean spaces. The centroids of the row and column clouds are
Row centroid: c = R T r and
Column centroid: r = C T c .
In the terminology of CA, the row and column sums of the matrix of relative frequencies are called the row mass and column mass, which are D r and D c , respectively. So, P shows how one unit of mass is distributed across the cells. The overall spatial variation of the cloud points is quantified by their total inertia which is a term in CA that is used by analogy with the definition in applied mathematics of 'moment of inertia'. It stands for the integral of mass times the squared distance to the centroid. The total inertia of row points and column points are the weighted sum of squared distances from the points to their respective centroids as follows: 
or, they can be expressed as:
The in(I ) and in(J ) denote the inertia of row and column clouds of points, respectively. For the two-way table, inertia is defined as the total Pearson Chi-square (χ 2 ). According to the well-known formula for computing the Chi-square statistic for two-way tables, the expected frequencies or measures in a table, where the columns and rows are independent of each other, are equal to the respective column total times the row total, divided by the grand total. Hence, CA can also be considered as a method to decompose the overall Chi-square statistic in which inertia is defined as χ 2 /n.. by identifying a small number of dimensions to represent the deviations from the expected values. If we denote e ij = n i. n .j /n .. , based on Equations (11) and (12) 
that is,
Our objective is to identify the K * -dimensional optimal subspace which minimises the weighted sum of squared distances to the points. There are infinite bases for the optimal subspace. However, we do not have to resort to the use of optimisation techniques to solve the problem since our particular choice of fit in terms of weighted squared distances leads to algebra simplification which is embodied in the concepts of SVD.
Let the generalised SVD of P − rc T be:
where
The singular values are µ 1 ≥ . . . ≥ µ k > 0. The columns of A and B will define the principal axes of the column and row clouds, respectively (Greenacre, 1984) . More computational details about SVD can be found at (Marshall and Olkin, 1979) .
Results and discussions
WTV influencing factor analysis through PCA
We have six factors to conduct PCA: S, D, Para_M, Para_std, and WTV. S, D, Para_M and Para_std are treated as active variables which involve the calculation of the principal components. and WTV are supplement variables which are projected onto the factor space computed from the active variables. Based on the settings in Section 3, we have a 384 × 6 matrix X for PCA. Table 1 gives the principal components coordinates of the WTV factors. In the terminology of the factor analysis, the principal components coordinates are also referred to as 'factor loadings' which imply the correlations between the variable and the principal component axes. Since the number of principal components is four which is the same as the number of WTV factors, the vector subspace has the same dimensionality as the original vector space. This means we capture the variance in its entirety. It can be seen that S and D are correlated with principal components 1 and 4, Para_M with principal component 2 and Para_std with principal component 3. The supplement variables and WTV are associated with principal components 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the plot of factor coordinates of variables which makes the interpretation of the WTV factors easier. The graph shows a unit circle because the analysis is based on correlations. The largest WTV factor versus principal components coordinate is equal to 1.0. Also, the sum of squared factor coordinates for a WTV factor cannot exceed 1.0. Hence, all WTV factor coordinates will fall with the unit circle in Figure 2 which gives a visual indication of how well a variable is represented by the current set of the principal components. Figure 2 indicates that WTV factors Para_M and Para_std are closely associated with principal components 2 and 3. Since WTV is also closely correlated with principal components 2 and 3, Para_M and Para_std correlate with WTV. This leads us to derive Theorem 4.1 in Section 4.3. 
WTV influencing factor analysis through CA
The previous section shows that WTV closely correlates with influencing factors Para_M and Para_std which are well represented by principal components 2 and 3. Influencing factors S and D are closely associated with principal components 1 and 4. Here we further reveal how S and D influence with WTV and whether they interact with each other through CA using the method proposed in Section 3.3. We put the scheduling rule S as the row variable the distribution D as the column variable and the WTV values under each level of S and D as the measure of the performance. Thus, we have a 2-dimensional table as the CA data set. Table 2 gives the row coordinates and contributions to inertia for the row variables. The coordinates of the S factor are given on a 2-dimensional space. It can be easily seen that EC11, EC12, BS and VS schduling rules have the similar coordinates which indicates that these scheduling rules have the similar performance with regard to WTV reduction. This confirms the study atYe et al. (2005b) . The mass of each variable is shown in Table 2 as well which is used to compute the matrix of the conditional probabilities. The quality column contains the information concerning how well the quality of the coordinate system in the new vector space represent the respective row points. The quality of each row variable is 1.0 which indicates the new space contains all the information as the original space while conducting the CA.
The relative inertia is also presented in Table 2 . It represents the proportion of the contribution of that point to the overall inertia. As we can see our solution not only represents the data points well (high quality) but also offers much contribution to the overall inertia. The relative inertia for each dimension is given in Table 2 indicating a higher proportion of inertia at the first dimension. Table 2 gives the quality or squared correlations with each dimension. It is denoted by Cosine 2 , a term that refers to the fact that it is the squared cosine value of the angle the point makes with the respective dimension. The Cosine 2 shows that the row variables are well represented by the first dimension. Table 3 gives the column coordinates and contributions to inertia of the column variables. We observe a negative coordinate on dimension 1 for the exponential distribution while other distributions have positive coordinates. This indicates that the exponential distribution differs from others concerning the WTV values. We find that the normal and uniform distributions have similar coordinates. The Pareto distribution is slightly away from the normal and uniform distributions on dimension 1. Figure 4 depicts a visual presentation of the row and column coordinates on a 2-dimension plane. The first dimension mainly distinguishes the WTV influencing factors since it accounts about 99.49% of the inertia. It can be easily seen that the scheduling rules EC11, EC12, BS and VS consist of a cluster which indicates their similar impacts on WTV. FIFO and SPT form a solo cluster separately. The normal and uniform distributions make up another cluster indicating that they influence WTV similarly. The Pareto distribution is slightly different from the normal and uniform cluster on dimension 1 while the exponential distribution is far from it.
Statistical analysis and discussions
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 give the relationship between WTV and its influencing factors through multivariate exploratory techniques. Here we further reveals the relationship to give a closed-form solution through statistical analysis. We prove the following theorem that the expected WTV of a batch of jobs is determined by the mean and standard deviation parameter of the distribution of the job processing times given certain conditions. Theorem 4.1: Given n jobs whose processing times follow a normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 , the expected WTV of the jobs is n(n + 1)/12µ 2 + (n + 1)/6σ 2 if scheduling rule FIFO is applied.
Proof: Given a batch of jobs whose processing times follow a normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 , assume that the jobs are independent of each other. For a sequence of n jobs, the waiting time of the job at position i is expressed as W i = i−1 j =1 p j , i = 1 to n and let p 0 = 0 and W 1 = 0. The expected waiting time, W i , can be shown as:
The expected variance of the waiting time W i is Var(W i ) = (i − 1)σ 2 , i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The mean waiting times of the jobs is
we obtain:
Finally, it concludes the proof as
The relationship between the expected WTV and for a given batch of jobs can be derived as follows. 
This concludes the proof. Theorem 4.1 concludes that the expected WTV of a batch of job can be derived from Para_M and Para_std given that S be FIFO and D be the normal distribution. We can see that larger mean and variance of job processing times yields a larger expected WTV. This theorem is very useful to estimate the WTV value in practice. Furthermore, the equation W ± 3(WTV) 1/2 can be used to predict the waiting time of a jobs. Corollary 4.1 predicts the WTV of a batch of jobs if is known. In reality, can be treated as the workload of a batch of jobs. For example, for a batch of parts to be processed on a machine in product system, will be the total processing times of the parts.
Several observations can be made based on Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1. Firstly, both mean and variance parameters have influence on the expected WTV. The coefficient of the squared mean parameter is n/2 times of that of the variance parameter. The mean parameter dominates Equation (16) with the increasing number of jobs. Also, the number of jobs, thus , has impacts on WTV as well. Corollary 4.1 is very helpful for the system administrator to achieve a desired level of WTV. For instance, one could use admission control to allow a certain amount of jobs to get into the system and thus a certain level of WTV can be obtained. Since WTV related to service stability and user satisfaction, this is of great significance in practice such as for production planning and web services.
Secondly, Equation (16) provides an upper bound of expected WTV if any one of EC11, EC12, BS or VS scheduling rules is applied. This is because EC11, EC12, BS or VS produces V-shaped job sequences which reduce WTV than FIFO and SPT scheduling rules.
Thirdly, Equation (16) confirms the findings at the PCA that Para_M and Para_std are closely correlated with WTV.
Finally, Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1 can be extended from the normal distribution to the uniform distribution. This is based on the CA that both distributions belong to one cluster. This is verified through extensive testings.
Conclusion
WTV minimisation is closely related to service stability and of great significance in many areas. In this study, we investigate the WTV influencing factors including scheduling rules, the distribution parameters of the job processing times and the SOPT. We use multivariate exploratory techniques including PCA and CA to find out the relationship among the factors and how they impact the WTV performance. We prove a theorem that the expected WTV of a batch of jobs can be predicted by the mean and standard deviation parameters of the probability distribution of the processing times of the jobs for given scheduling rules. A corollary is proven to predict the expected WTV given the SOPT of the jobs when FIFO is applied and the job processing times follow the normal or uniform distribution. These findings provide a guideline to researchers and practitioners to achieve a desired level of WTV through manipulating these factors.
The WTV influencing factors may correlate and interact with each other which makes it difficult to find how they influence WTV. Using PCA and CA, we transform these factors to some orthogonal variables and project them onto the coordinates of the new space.
It shows that the mean and standard deviation parameters of the probability distribution of the jobs strongly contribute to the WTV. This leads us to give a closed-form solution to predict the expected WTV. The CA classifies the influencing factors into clusters. It reveals that the uniform distribution has similar influence on WTV as the normal distribution which extends the application of the theorem. It also confirms that scheduling rules like EC11, EC12, BS and VS are able to reduce WTV more effectively than FIFO and SPT.
In this study we assume the single-machine environment for WTV problems. Future studies can be carried out to investigate the factors influencing WTV in parallel-machine context. We address four probability distributions in this study. There are also jobs whose processing times follow different probability distributions in some applications of WTV problems. It is of interest to identify the distributions and to investigate their influences on WTV. We will address these issues in our future studies.
